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Advanced search IBM home | Products & services | Support & downloads | My account IBM developerWorks : Linux : Linux articles Tip: Get to know your textutils Introduction to a series of tips on automated text processing on Linux Jacek Artymiak ([email protected]) Freelance author and consultant October 2002



Contents: Working at the command line In a nutshell Resources



The GNU text utilities package is a flexible and powerful set of tools for automated text processing under Linux and all other UNIX and UNIX-like operating systems, including Cygwin (for Microsoft Windows) and Fink (for Mac OS X). This introductory series of tips for Linux users offers an easy introduction to the GNU text processing tools -- how to use them, how to avoid pitfalls, and how to combine them to create powerful custom tools. Many users try to avoid automated text processing or fake it with "search and replace" in their favorite text editor. Reasons include the lack of knowledge about the available tools or, in many cases, the fear of regular expressions needed for learning to use sed, AWK, or Perl. While it is true that these tools are a great help in automated text processing, not all tasks require such heavy weaponry: many problems can be solved using a set of tools that belong to the GNU textutils distribution. These handy text processing programs have been available for many free and commercial Unices for well over a decade, yet they still remain largely unknown to many users.



About the author Rate this article Related content: UNIX utilities as component architecture Building a cross-platform C library Subscribe to the developerWorks newsletter Also in the Linux zone: Tutorials



Tools and products This series of tips articles introduces you to the wealth of software and the ease of control over data flow that you can gain by using these standard GNU text utilities. At the end of this introduction, you Code and components should be able to use the text processing utilities, pipes, and streams to build complex data crunching Articles systems. You should also be able to write straightforward one-off scripts that automate common system administration chores, perform quick formatting jobs, or do other simple but mundane tasks that fall under "automated text processing." Working at the command line: input and output, pipes and streams Before we begin, you should have a basic idea of working at the command line. Here, then, is an overview -- if all of this seems clear to you, that's great! Other may want to browse through some of the additional resources listed at the bottom of this article. Developers writing programs for processing textual data have two general sources and targets to choose from: files and streams (we will leave sockets out of the picture for the sake of simplifying our discourse). Reading data streams and writing results to streams is convenient, because the application does not have to read a large portion of the file, much less the whole file, into memory. A small buffer big enough to hold a single line of text -- in most cases only a few hundred bytes long -- is usually all that is required, even to process text files that occupy hundreds of megabytes of storage space. Another advantage of this approach to text processing is the possibility of stringing commands together into pipes, passing data from one command's standard output stream to another's standard input stream. This simple technique lets anyone construct complex data processing systems using simple building blocks. The syntax used to read data from a stream and create pipes is similar in all UNIX shells (the author uses the syntax of bash -- the GNU Bourne-Again SHell, but the examples presented in this article should be portable to other environments without changes). Every application can have many output steams, but the one we are most interested in is the standard output (STDOUT), to which almost all UNIX commands, including those from the textutils package, write their results unless instructed otherwise. The STDOUT, unless redirected by the user, is usually the console. Similarly, the usual source of data processed by these commands is their standard input (STDIN), on which they receive data from other commands' STDOUT, files, or the keyboard. This mechanism is convenient and does not strain the system's resources.



Working with streams is so natural in the UNIX environment that most of the time you don't even notice that you are doing this. For example, when you use ls, which reads the contents of the specified directory, it sends the list of files to the standard input of the program that called it (the shell). If ls was called by another program (such as a script), its output would be sent to that program and could be processed further, if necessary. But you don't have to write a script. You can pipe output from one command to another using pipes, |. As you will see, we'll be using that feature quite a lot later in this series. In a nutshell In all, throughout this series, we will get to know cat and tac; head and tail; sort and uniq -- and will discuss the dumping, folding, splitting, indexing, and other capabilities of some of the most common UNIX and Linux text utilities. These are some of the most useful bits of code that you have on your computer; alas, they are often also the least used -- perhaps because man pages can be so hard to follow if you don't already know what you're doing. That is why, rather than be just another copy of man page options, this series will be a guided tour with scenarios that put common commands through their paces so you get a hands-on feel for how and when to use them. Once you have the basics down, you will find the (often arcane) man pages much easier to follow. I invite you then to join me here, and I hope that the series will help you get the most out of your machine. Resources ●



●



The standard reference for text utilities is the GNU text utilities manual (here also is an expanded view of the same TOC). This manual lives at MIT and in mirror images all over the Web (you probably also have it already installed on your box). The classic work in this field is UNIX Power Tools, by Jerry Peek, Tim O'Reilly, and Mike Loukides (O'Reilly and Associates, 1997); ISBN 1-56592-260-3.
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Windows users can find these tools in the Cygwin package.
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Mac OS X users may want to try Fink, which installs a rich UNIX environment under the new Mac OS X.
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Just beginning with Linux? Or deciding to try these utilities on an alternate platform like Windows or Mac? If so, you might want to review this very introductory article, UNIXhelp for users. Another great resource for new users of Linux or UNIX is the Jargon File (also known by some as The New Hacker's Dictionary). Read it online at Eric Raymond's tuxedo.org site. Find more Linux articles in the developerWorks Linux zone.



About the author Jacek Artymiak works as a freelance consultant, developer, and writer. Since 1991 he's been developing software for many commercial and free variants of UNIX and BSD operating systems (AIX, HP-UX, IRIX, Solaris, Linux, FreeBSD, NetBSD, OpenBSD, and others), as well as MS-DOS, Microsoft Windows, Mac OS, and Mac OS X. Jacek specializes in business and financial application development, Web design, network security, computer graphics, animation, and multimedia. He's a prolific writer on technology subjects and the coauthor of "Install, Configure, and Customize Slackware Linux" (Prima Tech, 2000) and "StarOffice for Linux Bible" (IDG Books, 2000). Many of Jacek's software projects can be found at SourceForge. You can learn more about him at his personal Web site and contact him at [email protected].
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